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Introduction
The combination of electron tomography (three-dimensional re-

construction of an individual object from a series of EM tilt images) and
elemental mapping (based on element-specific differences in interaction
between the primary electron beam and the specimen) is at the very
beginning of its application. This article reviews the first published
results and considers some requirements and potential uses in biology,
employing two examples from our own exploratory work.

Electron tomography has been in use in the biological sciences
for over 3G years, although it has become widespread only in the last
several years. A review of electron tomography from the biological
perspective appeared in the July/August 2003 issue of this magazine.
The reader is referred there for background and additional references,
and also to a standard reference (1) and an excellent summary intro-
duction (2). The use of electron tomography in materials science is
just beginning, but has already led to approaches for obtaining 3̂ D
compositional as well as structural Information. These approaches
are also applicable to biology. An important factor in the increasing
use and range of applications of tomography has been the commercial
availability of improved EM hardware and control software. This has
led to turnkey systems for fuliy automated tomographic data-collection,
and makes it feasible to integrate electron tomography and elemental
microanalysis.

There are three main approaches for combining tomography and
microanalysis:
(i) A complete tomographic tilt series of elemental maps can be re-

corded. If contrast between different elements is required to see
the structure of interest, tomographic reconstruction from elemental
maps is the only way to fuliy reveal the 3-D shape. For example,
the work of the Bazett-Jones laboratory (3; 4) shows that domains
within the cell nucleus, not distinguishable using conventional TEM
with general heavy-metal staining, can be visualized by comparing
phosphorus maps (indicating presence of nucleic acid) and nitro-
gen maps (representing protein). In principle, this work could be
extended to 3-D using tomography.

(ii)A2-D elemental map can be compared to a conventional (i.e., bright-
field TEM) tomogram. If the 3-D shape of objects in the specimen
can be determined by the tomogram, a 2-D elemental map will
often be sufficient for identification of elemental composition of the
objects. A stereo-pair of elemental maps may help in some cases
(in fact, in the case of a specimen consisting of a sparse array of
discrete particles, a stereo-pair of elemental maps might suffice
for determination of both the 3-D distribution and the elemental
composition of the particles}.

(iii) If an object in a conventional tomogram is well-defined and homo-
geneous, its elemental content can be determined from a single mi-
croanalytic spectrum recorded from a selected area of the object.

The microanalytic methods so far applied to electron tomography
are electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), energy-dispersive x-
ray spectroscopy (EDX), and high-angle annular darkfieid scanning
transmission EM (HAADF-STEM). EELS (except for low-loss EELS),
and EDX are based on the interaction of the primary electron beam
with an atom's core electrons (5). The primary electrons undergo an
element-specific loss of energy in the specimen. In EELS, the energies

of the transmitted beam are dispersed by a magnetic prism to provide a
spectrum, displayed as energy loss relative to the primary beam energy.
The different elements appear as edges in the EELS spectrum. If an
energy-selecting slit is placed after the prism, electrons from a specific
element can be mapped as an energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) image.
Some of the energy lost in the specimen takes the form of x-rays with
element-specifc energies. The x-rays are detected in the vicinity of
the specimen, and an EDX spectrum shows peaks representing x-rays
detected at various energies, in HAADF-STEM, primary electrons that
are scattered at high angles by passing close to the atomic nucleus are
detected (2). The scattering angle increases with atomic number (Z),
The camera length of the EM is adjusted so that the HAADF STEM
detector captures electrons scattered within a defined angular range,
and an image from the high-Z element is formed. Using STEM mode,
EELS and EDX spectra can be collected at each pixel of an image. This
technique is known as spectrum imaging (SI). An advantage of SI Is
that maps of individual elements can be extracted off-line once the data
is collected. Since a spectrum image is already three-dimensional (x̂
y, and energy), a tomographic reconstruction from a tilt series of such
images would be four-dimensional.

The first tomographic reconstructions from tilt series of elemental
maps were reported at the Microscopy and Microanalysis 2001 meeting
by materials science groups in the U.K. (6-8). The laboratory of Mobus
and Inkson, at the time at Oxford, pioneered EFTEM and STEM-mode
EDX tomography (9), and the laboratory of Midgley and Weyland at
Cambridge pioneered HAADF-STEM tomography (2). The first biologi-
cal application of HAADF-STEM tomography was by Koster's group at
Utrecht (10), and the first biological application of EFTEM tomography
was at Leapman's laboratory at NIH (11).

A basic requirement for tomographic reconstruction is that the
contrast in the projection (tilt-series) images represents a monotonically
varying function through the specimen (12). At moderate resolution In
biology, this is almost always the case. Exceptions arise in the case
of crystalline specimens with a small unit cell, in which case diffraction
contrast is very strong, and is dependent on the tilt of the specimen
relative to the crystal planes. Another exception, most noticeable at
fairly high magnification using a highly coherent illumination system
such as fietd-emission-gun, is Fresnel contrast, which changes with
depth in the specimen and with specimen tilt. Diffraction and Fresnel
contrast can be avoided by incoherent imaging, which can be achieved,
for example, by using HAADF-STEM or EFTEM (2), or hollow-cone
illumination (9). The specimen thickness for EELS should be limited
to not more than one inelastic mean-free path. The mean-free path of
plastic is about 100 nm at 100 kVand 250 nm at 400 kV. For ice, the
values are about 1.5 times higher. Aside from these considerations,
the choice of microanalytic mode is based on the radiation sensitivity
of the specimen, the element(s) of interest, the amount of the element
present, and the spatial resolution required. The specimen preparation
method also plays an important part.
Modes

EFTEM is probably the easiest mode to use for biological work
involving mapping of lighter elements, and is the mode most readily
applicable to approach (i), above, i.e. tomographic reconstruction from
elemental maps. Zero-loss EFTEM imaging has been used for several
years to improve contrast in electron tomography of froze n-h yd rated
specimens (13), so there is a solid base of relevant experience. The
whole image is collected at once, and data collection is generally faster
than with the STEM-based modes. Spatial resolution is high, and the
image size can be large. For EFTEM tomography, standard automated
tilt-series collection software (see below) needs only to be modified for
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Howard Hughes Medical institute, a leading biomedical
research organization, is seeking a Research Technician with
experience in electron microscopy for our site at the Yale Uni-
versity School of Medicine.

The laboratory focuses on research in cellular neurabiol-
ogy, with emphasis on synaptic cell biology. Responsibilities
Include: Conduct experiments independently after discussion
of the plan with supervisor, interpret experimental results in
consultation with supervisor and collaborators in the lab. Man-
age an electron microscope and assist in the management of
light microscopes, prepare specimens and sections for light and
electron microscopy, observe samples, collect images, store
and process them either via digital or conventional photographic
techniques. Train lab personnel in electron microscopy tech-
niques. The job will offer opportunities for professional growth
and the successful candidate could learn and apply cell biologi-
cal techniques beyond microscopy.

Requirements include a bachelor's degree, knowledge of
histology and experience in electron microscopy. Good orga-
nizational and analytical skills are essential.

HHMI offers a competitive salary and an excellent benefits
package. Please send your resume and cover letter to: Dr.
Pteiro De Camilli, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Yale Uni-
versity School of Medicine, 295 Congress Avenue, New Haven,
CT 06510 (e-mail: vikki.spelta@yale.edu). EOE.
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Figure 1. Correlative electron tomography and microanalysis of mitochondria. Calcium content of matrix granules in plastic
sections of isolated rat-liver mitochondria (29). (A) Tomogram of conventionally-fixed isolated mitochondrion; surface rendering of
inner and outer membranes and selected cristae (left); matrix granules (circled) in thin slice through tomogram {right). (B) EFTEM calcium
map of mitochondrion prepared with anhydrous embedding (14), including Os fixation and U and Pb post-staining. EELS spectrum from
50x50nm area containing single matrix granule (circled at right in zero-loss image). Calcium map (lower right) created by background
subtraction based on two pre-edge images (blue and green bars on spectrum, and green-outlined image) and a post-edge image (red bar
and red-outlined image). Exposure time 40 s for each image. Strong calcium edge in raw spectrum proves validity of EFTEM mapping.
Tomography would be feasible. (C) EELS (left) and X-ray (right) spectra collected simultaneously from circled area of mitochondrial matrix
lacking granules. No visible Ca edge under bar in EELS spectrum; Cl peak but no visible Ca or P peaks in EDX spectrum . U peak from
posf-siain. (D) EELS spectrum from circled granule shows C, Ca, and N edges; EDX shows Ca, P, and U peaks. EELS P edge, off-
scale at 732 eV, would not be visible, as explained in text, Cai concentration in granule 100 mmol/Kg dry weight, from EELS according to
method in (16). JEOL JEM4000FX at 400kV. with Gatan GIF 2002, Noran Be-window EDX detector, Emispec ES Vision microanalysis
system. Section thickness 100nm.

recording a series of images with various energy offsets at each tilt. A
low-loss image is useful for focusing and tracking after each tilt. For
each element to be mapped, background subtraction requires one or
two pre-edge images, and one post-edge Image. Two pre-edge Images
are required for quantitative elemental analysis; this is known as the
three-window method (11; Fig. 1B), However, the jump-ratio method,
which requires only one pre-edge image, can offer better contrast (3;
9). In order to ensure that an EFTEM map is trustworthy, an EELS
spectrum should be acquired from an appropriately selected area of
the specimen, to ensure that the desired edge is present.

EELS (usually performed in STEM mode) gives the highest
sensitivity for most trace elements of biological relevance. When us-
ing EELS spectrum imaging, a complete EELS spectrum is collected
at each pixel in the image. This enables use of better methods for
background correction and extraction of weak signals than are avail-
able in EFTEM. Acquisition time per image is often on the order of
minutes, and increases with image size, so a typical spectrum image
is rarely larger than 512x512 pixels. While the long acquisition time
(and correspondingly high electron dose) would make tomographic
reconstruction impractical for some specimens, correlation between a
single or stereo-pair EELS spectrum image and a tomogram (approach
ii, above) should be feasible in many cases. When EELS is used in the
selected-area mode (approach iii), an EELS spectrum is recorded from

a defined area of the specimen, and this is correlated with a particular
object In a conventional tomogram. The size and position of the area
to be analyzed can be easily selected and monitored during spectrum
acquisition by simultaneous observation of the annular darkfieid STEM
image. We have found the EELS selected-area mode to be very use-
ful for determining, at high sensitivity, the elemental composition of an
object within a specimen (Fig. 1C,D and Fig, 2).

EDX spectroscopy is inherently less efficient than EELS. In EELS,
most of the energy-loss electrons are forward scattered and reach the
EELS spectrometer, while in EDXthe x-rays are emitted in all directions,
and many do not enter the detector. The acquisition time per image
using EDX SI is likely to be very long. In the first proof of concept for
EDX tomography (a materials science application using a very radia-
tion-resistant specimen), only 11 elemental maps were recorded as
till images, with an image size of 256x256 pixels, and an acquisition
time of 20 min per map (9). Nevertheless, with some specimens, (see
the example of phosphorus, below), EDX offers an advantage, and
will at least be useful for approaches (ii) and (iii). Note that simultane-
ous spectrum imaging with EELS and EDX provides complementary
information (Fig. 1C,D).

HAADF-STEM is ideal for mapping elements with high atomic
number. For tomography, the tilt-series acquisition time is reasonable
since only a STEM image-not a spectrum image-needs to be collected
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Figure 2. Tomography and EELS of frozen-hydrated suspension of isolated skeletal muscle triad junctions: Calcium content
in sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) vesicles. (Â  Surface-rendered mode! from electron tomography showing ryanodine receptors (RyR,
calcium-release channels) adjacent to material believed to be the protein calsequestrin inside SR vesicle: granular material inside SR
vesicle may also contain Ca++ (30). (BJ Thin slice from tomogram in (A). (C) Zero-loss phase-contrast images of Ca"-loaded frozen-
hydrated SR and vesicles before (top); and after (bottom) freeze-drying. (D) EELS spectrum from green box in (C). Note overall lower
intensity than (E). C and O edges are from Formvar support film. Ca from precipitated buffer corresponds to concentration of 10 mmol/Kg
dry wt. (B) EELS spectrum at SR vesicle, red box in (C). C and N signals are mainly from vesicle. Ca content is 150 mmol/Kg dry wt.
EFTEM tomography should be possible, (f) Core-loss EELS analysis of frozen-hydrated specimen. Inset shows darkfield STEM (left)
and zero-loss EFTEM (right) images of field of buffer precipitate particles. Analyzed area 50x50nm, red-boxed at lower right. Large O
edge proves presence of ice. Ca concentration -10 mmol/kg dry wl., electron dose 10s einrn2. Correlative selected-area microanalysis
or STEM-EELS spectrum imaging after frozen-hydrated tomography should be feasible. (G) EELS analysis of freeze-dried SR vesicle:

shown in inset by darkfield STEM. Ca concentration at normal physiological level, estimated to be -1 mmol/Kg dry wt. Ca edge not visible
in raw spectrum; but can be extracted from the background (16; 31). Extracted Ca edge (upper right) matches example from EELS atlas
(tower right). EFTEM mapping not feasible, but EELS spectrum imaging possible (13). JEOL JEM4000FX at 400kV, with Gatan GIF
2002, Gatan EELS analysis software. Original ice thickness of all specimens is 150nm (~0.4 inelastic mean-free path).

at each tilt. The spatial resolution can be high and the image can be
large. In its first biological application, tomographic reconstruction
from a tilt-series of HAADF-STEM images was shown to be useful for
visualizing nanogold immuno probes in plastic sections (10). At high
resolution, dynamic focusing is needed to maintain focus across an
image of a highty-tilted specimen (2); this feature can be added to the
tilt-series acquisition software.
Specimens

Sections of plastic-embedded biologicai specimens have the ad-
vantage of being able to withstand the very high electron dose often
needed for microanalysis. EFTEM with plastic sections is ideal for
mapping relatively plentiful elements in biological specimens such as
nitrogen and phosphorus (3.4). The first EFTEM tomographic recon-

struction was a 3-D phosphorus map of the cytoplasm of a nematode
cell, showing the RNA-containing ribosomes (11). For EELS/EFTEM
of phosphorus, it is important to omit osmium and uranium from the
preparation (3). Osmium contributes to a diffuse background in Ihe
region of the phosphorus L^5edge (132 eV), and the tail of the uranium
Oasedge at 96 eV also increases the background for phosphorus.
High-pressure freezing can be used to improve structural preservation
In the absence of osmium (11). Avoiding osmium and uranium is not
required for EELS/EFTEM of calcium (350 eV) and nitrogen (400 eV),
as seen in Fig 1, Osmium and uranium do not interfere with phosphorus
mapping using EDX (Fig 1 C,D). Diffusible ions such as Na', K+, and
Ca++ can be studied in plastic sections by using anhydrous processing,
although ultrastructural preservation is not ideal (14; Fig. 1). Better
preservation can be obtained by plastic embedding after freeze-drying
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and osmium vapor treatment (15). If the elemental signal is too weak
to make a complete tilt series practical, good correlation between a
conventional tomogram and a stereo-pair elemental map using EELS
or EDX spectrum imaging should be possible, because (after brief pre-
irradiation) there is negligible collapse of the specimen during either
tomography or microanalysis. For even greater sensitivity or accuracy
in quantification, correlation can be made with selected areas using
STEM /EELS or EDX.

Frozen-hydrated (quick-frozen) biological specimens offer obvious
advantages for both structural studies and elemental microanalysis:
they lack chemical fixatives or stains, retain diffusible elements in place,
and avoid dehydration and resin embedment. Use of frozen-hydrated
tissue sections has become a standard TEM method for biological
microanalysis (16; 17). Freeze-drying in the EM before analysis is
usually required due to the very high electron dose needed for an
elemental map (but see Fig. 2F). Electron tomography of frozen-hy-
drated specimens was pioneered by the Baumeister lab at Martinsried,
Germany (18); here in Albany, we pioneered electron tomography
of frozen-hydrated tissue sections (19), We are investigating how
microanalysis can be combined with tomography of frozen-hydrated
specimens. EELS water mapping can be done on frozen-hydrated
specimens (20; 21) since water can be mapped using the low-loss
signals from outer-shell electrons. The high signal levels in this region
of the EELS spectrum allow use of a low electron dose, and at least
a limited tilt series of low-loss elemental maps should be possible.
For core-loss elemental mapping, the electron dose needed for even
a single 2-D elemental map (107-10a e7nmJ) far exceeds the limit of
detectible structural damage for a frozen-hydrated specimen (about
10E e"/nm2). Although freeze-dried tissue sections or suspensions
retain recognizable structure, there is considerable collapse, and
some congealing, of the cellular contents. An obvious strategy would
be to record a tomogram while the specimen is frozen-hydrated, then
freeze-dry in the EM and record a 2-0 elemental map for correlation.
In some cases, however, we are finding that it is difficult to re-locate
or, in the case of small features, even to recognize the same object
after drying. We have found that we can do core-loss STEM-EELS
analysis on selected areas of frozen-hydrated specimens (Fig. 2F),
Although the selected area is damaged, a direct correlation with the
tomogram of thefrozen-hydrated specimen can be made, and a clear
record is left of the area that was analyzed.
Instrumentation and software

Investigators with access to a modem analytical TEM/STEM
instrument can undertake correlative tomography and microanalysis
with minimal additional investment. The maximum specimen tilt should
be at least 60°, which may not be possible with the existing objective
poiepiece. For our LEO TEM, we overcame a tilt limitation problem with
a special high-tilt holder (22). It is also possible to modify a standard
specimen holder in-house (2). Holder modifications are also needed
for EDX so that x-rays can be collected over a wide specimen tilt range
(9). Tilt series can be acquired completely manually, at least for ra-
diation-resistant specimens such as plastic sections, but software for
automated tilt-series collection is highly desirable. In our laboratory we
use FEl tomography software (23) for our Tecnai TEM, in-house modi-
fied Emispec tomography software (24) for our JEOL TEM, and TVIPS
software (25) for JEOL and LEOTEMs. For the special applications of
tomography discussed here, the user will likely need to develop custom
routines for processing and aligning tilt-series images and computing the
reconstructions. The two UK materials science groups reported here
(2; 9) used 1DL(26). We use SPIDER (27). For general tomographic
image processing, IMOD (28) is widely used. •
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your Dimension 3100' or other large-sample-
stage AFMs. The IC* Closed-loop AFM
Upgrade Kit provides sub-nanometer accuracy
and exceptional scan linearity in an easy-to-
install kit. The iC Kit can be used as a
substitute for the scanning capabilities of your
AFM tube scanner, used as a sample positioner,
or used outside the AFM environment for other
experiments. The iC Kit's functionality com'
bined with its price provide a previously
unavailable level of value in AFM instrumenta-
tion.

THE BEST VALUE
IN ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.npoint.com
sales@npoint.com
(608) 204.8758
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